Virtual Uno Tournament Rules

• Games of 4 players
• STACKING ALLOWED (can stack a +2 on a +4 if the color matches the color that was called.)
  • +4 can be stacked on to any +2, however the newly called color must be different than the +2 color.
• Must say Uno/call Uno after playing your 2nd to last card.
  • A 3 second grace period is allowed to say Uno before opposing players can call you out
• If you fail to say Uno, you must draw 2 cards.
• Highest point total after 5 games or 10 minutes, whichever comes first.
• Games of 4 players

Scoring

• Player that gets rid of all their cards first wins.
• The subsequent players will be scored in the following way.
• Numbered cards will be scored by the value on the card (Red 9 = 9 points), Action cards (Reverse, Skip, Draw 2) are worth 20 points, Wild cards (Wild, Draw 4) are worth 50 points.
  • Example:
    • Say you have a G5 (green 5), B6, B2, RReverse, and a Wild card your point for the round would be 83.
• Lowest score after 5 rounds wins! If a point tie occurs, highest number of game wins (getting rid of all of your cards).
  • The app autoscores so the “winner” will have the highest score instead of the lowest score.
Everything You Need to Know About the Game

Pre-tournament

• Initially you will need to download the Uno! App available in the store (Apple) or the Google Play Store (Android)
• From there once it is downloaded, it will ask you to decide on a username.
  • I recommend playing a game or two just so you understand the mechanics because they may different than games played in the past.

How to Join

• Go down to the Social Button in the bottom right corner, once you click on social it will bring you to a screen that looks like this.
• You can go to the search tab on the left side and either add me as a friend (my info is on the right side of the picture below) or I can add you at the time of the tournament.

• From there all your work is done, come tournament time you will be invited to a room that looks like the screen below and we will be able to get some games started!